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Abstract 

Introduction: Considered a complex illness, schizophrenia is characterized by the presence of delusions, hallucinations, disorganized 
speech, grossly disorganized behavior and/or negative symptoms. Furthermore, delusional disorder constitutes a condition marked primarily 
by the presence of persistent delusions for at least 30 days. The impact caused on mortality by these diseases is highlighted, given that, according 
to epidemiological studies, schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders represent some of the main reasons for deaths from mental and 
behavioral disorders. 

Objective: To analyze the prevalence of hospitalizations for schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders in Brazil from 2017 to 2022. 

Method: This is a descriptive epidemiological study, whose data were obtained from the SUS Hospital Information System (SIH/SUS), by the 
Department of Informatics of the Unified Health System (DATASUS), at the electronic address (http://www2.datasus.gov.br), which was accessed 
on 20/ 04/2023. Data were collected from the “Epidemiological and Morbidity” section, using consolidated information on hospital morbidity, 
by place of residence, selecting the ICD-10 Schizophrenia, Schizotypal and Delusional Disorders. The following variables were used: gender, age 
group, average length of stay, cost of hospital services, with a time frame from 2017 to 2022. The collected data were systematized, grouped and 
calculated with the support of the Microsoft Office Excel 2021 application, using descriptive statistics (absolute and relative values). Because it is 
a study with secondary and aggregated data, open to public consultation and without personal identification, validation by the Research Ethics 
Committee was not required. 

Results: The results show that during the period between January 2017 and December 2022, 405,660 patients required hospitalization for 
schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders in Brazil, with a total of 170,042 (41.92%) in the Southeast region, 97,689 (24.08%) in the 
Northeast region, 83,578 (20.60%) in the South region, 25,000 (6.16%) residents in the North region and 29,351 (7.24%) in the Midwest region, 
with a predominance of males in all regions of the country. In addition, the distribution of hospitalized patients according to age shows much 
higher numbers of hospitalizations for the disorders studied in the age group between 20 and 59 years old, with percentages above 83% in all 
regions of the country. With regard to cost, the data reflect a higher per capita expenditure for the care of the population studied in the northeast 
region, when compared to the cost per individual in the southeast region. According to the analysis, the northeast region was also the region with 
the highest average days of hospitalization for these patients, totaling an average of 44 (forty-four) days, and the north region was the one with 
the lowest rate, with an average of only 18 (eighteen) days of hospitalization. 

Conclusion: The spatial analysis revealed that the geographic distribution of these conditions is not uniform, with some regions of the 
country having a higher number of hospitalizations associated with these disorders. These findings highlight the importance of specific public 
programs and policies for regions with higher rates of morbidity and mortality.
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Introduction

Considered a complex illness, schizophrenia is characterized 
by the presence of delusions, hallucinations, disorganized speech, 
grossly disorganized behavior and/or negative symptoms, 
requiring the presence of at least two of these characteristics [1]. 
In addition, delirium, hallucinations or disorganized speech are 
necessary to fulfill the diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia, and 
this condition — which has a prevalence that varies between 0.3 
and 0.7% — is also associated with considerable morbidity and 
mortality, considering the risk of suicide, social and professional 
dysfunction related to schizophrenia [1].

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (2014), ideas of reference, magical thinking, body 
illusions, vague thinking, paranoid ideation and social anxiety 
are situations that may be present in a patient with Schizotypal 
Personality Disorder. The impact caused on mortality by these 
diseases is highlighted, given that Schizophrenia, Schizotypal 
and Delusional Disorders were the main reasons for death from 
Mental and Behavioral Disorders observed in females in the state 
of São Paulo between 2017 and 2020 [2].

Furthermore, delusional disorder, constitutes a condition 
marked primarily by the presence of persistent delusions for at 
least 30 days. The clinical picture is variable, differentiating it 
into: erotomanic (fixed idea that someone is in love with him), 
grandiose (conviction that he has made an important discovery 
or that he has a great insight, status or talent), persecutory (the 
certainty that he is being deceived, persecuted, observed or that 
someone is trying to do him some harm), somatic (presence of 
functional or sensory body changes) or jealousy [3]. The impact 
of symptoms on quality of life places the patient at a higher risk of 
suicidal ideation and behavior [4].

Schizophrenic and delusional spectrum disorders contribute 
to a significant morbidity and mortality profile in affected patients, 
increasing the risk of comorbidities such as diabetes mellitus, 
obesity, cardiovascular diseases, chronic respiratory diseases and 
other mental disorders, as well as dependence syndromes due to 
the use of drugs and psychoactive substances [5]. In this context, 
the outcomes of schizophrenic spectrum disorders draw attention 
to the need for an accurate diagnosis, to avoid underdiagnosis 
and therapeutic delay that can increase the risk of suicide in this 
population, considering that, globally, one in every 100 people 
with mental disorders die by suicide and, in 2019, there were 
about 703,000 deaths by suicide, especially in patients over 50 
years of age [6].

Therefore, it is extremely important to identify the main factors 
that influence the maintenance of lasting vulnerabilities, with 
regard to the delay in diagnosis, poor therapeutic adherence and 
negative outcomes inherent in intentionally ending one’s own life, 
since social reintegration, prevention and reduction of secondary 
complications linked to addictions or chronic pathologies of  

individuals with such comorbidities is the basic principle of the 
abolition of the previously clarified symptoms. Thus, the present 
study seeks to analyze the prevalence of hospitalizations for 
schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders in Brazil from 
2017 to 2022.

Methods

This is a descriptive epidemiological study, whose data were 
obtained from the SUS Hospital Information System (SIH/SUS), 
made available by the Department of Informatics of the Unified 
Health System (DATASUS), at the electronic address (http://
www2.datasus.gov.br), which was accessed on 04/20/2023. 
Data were collected from the “Health Care” section, using 
consolidated information from hospital production, by place of 
residence, Region/Units of the Federation, selecting the ICD-10 
Schizophrenia, Schizotypal and Delusional Disorders. For the 
morbidity analysis, data were collected from the “Epidemiological 
and Morbidity” section, selecting the SUS hospital morbidity item, 
by place of residence, Region/Units of the Federation, using the 
variables: sex, age group, average length of stay, cost of hospital 
services, whose selected period was from 2017 to 2022. The 
collected data were systematized, grouped and calculated with 
the support of the Microsoft Office Excel 2021 application, using 
descriptive statistics (absolute and relative values), presenting 
the findings in tables and graohs. Because it is a study with 
secondary and aggregated data, open to public consultation and 
without personal identification, validation by the Research Ethics 
Committee was not required.

Results

The results of the present study reveal that during the period 
between January 2017 and December 2022, 405,660 patients 
required hospitalization for schizophrenia, schizotypal and 
delusional disorders in Brazil, with a total of 25,000 (6.16%) 
residing in the north region, 97,689 (24.08%) in the northeast 
region, 170,042 (41.92%) in the southeast region, 83,578 
(20.60%) in the south region and 29,351 (7.24%) in the midwest 
region during the surveyed period. A supremacy of the Southeast 
region can be observed when analyzing the numbers separately 
(Table 1).

Graph 1 contains data related to hospital admission rates for 
schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders according to 
patient gender. Based on this information, it is concluded that there 
is a predominance of males in all regions of Brazil, while Table 2 
shows the distribution of hospitalized patients according to age, 
which demonstrates much higher numbers of hospitalizations for 
the disorders studied in the age group between 20 and 59 years 
old, with percentages above 83% in all regions of the country. 
Based on this finding, it is noted that the public aged less than 1 
year up to 14 years old had lower rates raised and populations 
aged 15 and 19 years old presented results similar to those 
recorded for people aged 60 years or more.
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Table 1: Number of cases of hospitalization for schizophrenia and schizotypal and delusional disorders, by Region. Brazil, 2017-2022.

Year North Northeast Southeast South Mid-west

n % N % N % n % n %

2017 4.021 16% 16.119 16,50% 29.646 17,43% 14.234 17,03% 5.265 17,93%

2018 4.104 16,41% 16.494 16,88% 29.786 17,52% 14.591 17,46% 5.388 18,35%

2019 3.900 15,62% 17.552 17,97% 31.847 18,72% 14.919 17,5% 5.332 18,16%

2020 3.895 15,60% 15.098 15,46% 25.378 14,92% 12.892 15,43% 4.381 14,93%

2021 4.628 18,51% 16.092 16,47% 26.474 15,56% 13.457 16,10% 4.457 15,18%

2022 4.452 17,86% 16.334 16,72% 26.911 15,85% 13.485 16,48% 4.528 15,45%

total 25.000 100% 97.689 100% 170.042 100% 83.578 100% 29.351 100%

Table 2: Hospitalization for schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders, by age group, by Region. Brazil, 2017-2022.

Age group
North Northeast Southeast South Mid-west

n % N % N % n % n %

<1 years 5 0,02% 11 0,01% 10 0,005% 4 0,004% 1 0,003%

1 to 9 
years 27 0,10% 33 0,03% 90 0,05% 78 0,09% 19 0,064%

10 to 14 
years 290 1,14% 440 0,45% 1.158 0,67% 863 1,02% 231 0,78%

15 to 19 
years 1.985 7,83% 4.442 4,51% 8.915 5,20% 4.929 5,84% 1.675 5,70%

20 to 59 
years 21.694 85,60% 87.409 88,81% 143.599 83,78% 70.939 84,05% 25.344 86,28%

60 years + 1.345 5,31% 6.082 6,19% 17.631 10,29% 7.582 8,99% 2.104 7,17%

total 25.346 100% 98.417 100% 171.403 100% 84.395 100% 29.374 100%

Graph 1: Number of hospitalizations for schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders, by gender, by region. Brazil, 2017-2022.

The information listed in Graph 2 translates into a higher per 
capita cost for the care of the population studied in the Northeast 
region, when compared to the cost per individual in the Southeast 
region. It was observed that the total amount invested in hospital 
care for people who suffered from schizophrenia, schizotypal and 
delusional disorders was R$ 196,425,546.06 (one hundred and 

ninety-six million, four hundred and twenty-five thousand, five 
hundred and forty-six reais and six cents) in the northeast region, 
from R$ 203,042,554.22 (two hundred and three million, forty-
two thousand, qui one hundred and fifty-four reais and twenty-
two cents) in the southeast region and R$ 127,430,968.09 (one 
hundred and twenty-seven million, four hundred and thirty 
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thousand, nine hundred and sixty-eight reais and nine cents) in 
the south region. Considering the information in table 1, which 
recorded a total of 97,689 hospitalizations in the northeast 
region, 170,042 hospitalizations in the southeast region and 
83,578 hospitalizations in the south region, it is concluded that 
the average cost per person was R$ 2,010.72 (two thousand, ten 

reais and seventy-two cents/person) in the northeast region, of 
R$ 1,195.07 (one thousand, one hundred and ninety-five reais and 
seven cents/person) in the southeast region and R$ 1,524.70 (one 
thousand, five hundred and twenty-four reais and seventy cents/
person) in the south region.

Graph 2: Value of hospital services for schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders, by Region. Brazil, 2017-2022.

Graph 3: Average days of hospitalization for schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders, by region. Brazil, 2017-2022.

According to the analysis, the Northeast region was also 
the region of Brazil with the highest average number of days 
of hospitalization for these patients, as can be seen in Graph 3. 
While the Northeast region had an average of 44 (forty-four) 
days of hospitalization, the South region had an average of 38 
(thirty-eight) days, the Southeast region had 31 (thirty-one) days, 
the Midwest region had 27 (twenty-seven) days and the North 

region had the lowest index, with an average of just 18 days of 
hospitalization.

Conclusion

Based on the results obtained in this epidemiological study, 
it is possible to conclude that schizophrenia, schizotypal and 
delusional disorders represent an important public health 
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problem in Brazil. The morbidity and mortality analysis showed 
that these conditions are associated with a higher probability 
of hospitalization, representing high costs for health services. 
These results suggest that there is a need to improve access to 
mental health services and improve the diagnosis and treatment 
of these disorders in the country. Spatial analysis revealed that 
the geographic distribution of these conditions is not uniform, 
with some regions of the country having a higher number of 
hospitalizations associated with these disorders. These findings 
highlight the importance of specific public programs and policies 
for regions with higher rates of morbidity and mortality.

In conclusion, this study provides important insights into 
morbidity from schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional 
disorders in Brazil in the years 2017 to 2022. The results highlight 
the need to improve detection, treatment and access to mental 
health services for these conditions. It is expected, therefore, 
that these results can be used to guide public mental health 
policies that are more effective and directed towards the Brazilian 
population.
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